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Clément Turbelin, Pierre-Yves Boëlle

ABSTRACT
With the growing use of information technologies, an increased volume of data is produced in Public Health Surveillance, enabling utilization of new data sources and analysis methods. Public health and research will benefit from the use of data standards promoting harmonization and data description through metadata. No data standard has yet been universally accepted for exchanging public health data. In this work, we implemented two existing standards eligible to expose public health data: Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange – Health Domain (SDMX-HD) proposed by the World Health Organization and Open Data Protocol (OData) proposed by Microsoft Corp. SDMX-HD promotes harmonization through controlled vocabulary and predefined data structure suitable for public health but requires important investment, while OData, a generic purpose standard, proposes a simple way to expose data with minimal documentation and end-user integration tools. The two solutions were implemented and are publicly available at http://sdmx.sentieweb.fr and http://odata.sentieweb.fr. These solutions show that data sharing and interoperability are already possible in Public Health Surveillance.
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INTRODUCTION
Public Health Surveillance (PHS), as the ongoing, systematic data collection, management, analysis and interpretation of data followed by the dissemination of these data to public health programs to stimulate public health action [1], is now using an increasing number of data sources thanks to information technologies expansion: generalization of database management system and arising of web technologies have made data more available and useable. Electronic health record systems through emergency departments [2] or general practitioners provide such data, as well as Internet search queries [3], or social networks [4], internet robots are used to produce worldwide epidemiological maps [5]. From these data sources, epidemiologists and researchers can compute synthetic indicators to assess the burden of a disease or alert about an outbreak. All these data will be referred to as “public health data” in the following text.

To enable innovative use of data for PHS, for example the integration of different kind of indicators on the same disease, data sharing in public health must be put forward as it was in other domains [6, 7]. Molecular biology (“-omics” domain) sat forth a major example by driving data sharing with the Gene Expression Omnibus [8]. Moreover, giving access to data is increasingly required as a step in scientific articles publication.

From this perspective, data needs first to be organized, represented and documented. Metadata – data about data – should document the source data. Some specialized standards already exist to support this goal, for example, the “minimal datasets” formats designed to standardize data from biological experiments. They are listed and described by the Minimum Information for Biological and Biomedical Investigations project which encourages harmonizing and reutilizing of this type of standards [9]. These kinds of standards should help interoperability, at least at the syntactic level in a given domain.

There is no universal standard to expose public health data, we identified two potential standards and described their implementation to expose public health surveillance data in a standard way over the Internet.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

METHOD
The objective of this study was to expose public health data from the French Sentinelles network (FSN) using existing standards.

Potential standards were identified from a literature review on Medline including research about data standards and data exchange protocols used in public health or statistical domains, surveillance and public health information systems. It was complemented by an Internet research about data standards and exchange protocols used in science and information technology (Google Scholar, Google). Selected standards were required to have public specifications and licenses, and capabilities to handle aggregated data.

Nine standards were identified. Three were not adapted to our type of data (Data Documentation Initiative, mostly used to describe individual-based datasets), HL7 Clinical Document Architecture [10] and related standards like EHR-Public Health (EHR-PH) from the Public Health Data Standards Consortium (PHDSC) [11] were designed to handle healthcare data exchange; as the Clinical Data Interoperability Standard Consortium for clinical trial description [12]. Data Access Protocol [13] and netCDF [14] and were more designed to describe physical storage for large datasets with limited metadata. One standard had a limited purpose (Google Data Protocol, used to access Google Services). We ultimately took three remained standards into account: Open Data Protocol (OData) proposed by Microsoft Corp. [15], Google Dataset Publishing Language (GDPL) [16] and Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange – Health Domain (SDMX-HD) [17] proposed by the World Health Organization. GDPL was mostly a standard for describing existing datasets and had similar
purpose than SDMX-HD in a simpler way. OData and SDMX-HD were chosen at the end of our selection process.

Source data

Data were provided by the French Sentinelles Network (FSN) [18], a general practitioners-based surveillance network collecting data (number of visits to the GPs for 10 conditions), using a web-based interface and a desktop ad-hoc software [19]. Produced data were a weekly estimation computed from the collected data aggregated at several geographic levels (national and regional level). For each monitored condition, available data were: weekly incidence (estimated value with upper and lower bound of 95% confidence incidence (95%CI)), weekly incidence rate (estimated value and 95%CI lower and upper value). Some conditions could also have a weekly threshold value at the national level, used to determine epidemic periods.

Standards

Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange Health-Domain

SDMX-HD is a specialized implementation of the SDMX technical standard offering solutions to exchange data and metadata in statistical domains. It is based on an information model (SDMX-IM) including entities designed to structure and describe other data. SDMX-IM first specifies first two types of “metadata”: structural metadata describing how data are organized and reference metadata, describing the context of a data element with another data. As an implementation of ISO 11179 metadata registry, each data element is identified by a conceptual domain (referring to a Concept) and a value domain (referring to a data format like text or numeric; or a list of acceptable values called Codelist for enumerated data). Therefore, SDMX-IM identifies entities as Concept, ConceptScheme (regrouping Concepts).

Concept in SDMX-IM, is defined by a unique identifier of the concept (for example “OBS_VALUE”,”CURRENCY”) and a textual description of the concept (“An observation value”, “A currency name”). A Codelist is a set of acceptable code (used as the stored value in data document) associated with a textual label (for user presentation).

Data and metadata are exchanged in datasets and metadata sets documents (for example in XML files). The arrangement of these documents is described in Structure Definition documents (like a schema describing a database structure). Two types of data structures are taken into account by SDMX-HD: Compact Dataset and Generic Metadata set.

A Compact Dataset includes time series: a set of measures associated with a time step. Each measure is described by a context giving the signification of the measure (what, where, when). Such context is identified by a set of data elements with different roles: a Measure (including the actual value for the time step, for example the incidence value), Dimension (uniquely identifying an observation within the dataset: for example time, geographic location, type of disease) and Attribute (other measure-related contextual data, for example a comment about data completion of missingness). To specify data elements, SDMX-HD associates a Concept with a role and a data representation (data format or Codelist): for example, a time series has one element, combining the concept “TIME_PERIOD” with the role of Dimension and the concept “OBS_VALUE” with the role of Measure (usually using numeric data type). In the Compact Dataset, data elements are organized in a nested structure identifying several levels: Dataset, Group, Series, and Observation. A measure is contained at the Observation level. Other levels are useful for grouping observations sharing the same context.

The set of roles and related concepts used in a given instance of Compact Dataset is described in a Data Structure Definition document. SDMX-HD thus specifies a template of DSD for Compact Dataset, including a minimal set of Concepts used for exchanging public health data (introduced in the results).

Metadata are stored in dedicated structures. Within SDMX, a metadata is the association of a data element value (a given code of a Codelist) with a set of attributes. Each attribute is related to a Concept and data format. A given type of data elements (for all codes of a given Codelist) are associated with a specific metadata structure (with its own set of metadata attributes). These structures are described in a Metadata Structure Definition document.

Open Data standard

OData is a technical protocol, proposed by Microsoft Corp. (Redmond, WA), based on well-known web existing standards (HTTP, AtomPub) suitable for building a standard API to expose a database. Three types of documents are accessible through this protocol: a Metadata Document (describing the available data structures), a Service Document (listing available datasets) and EntitySet documents providing the datasets. This protocol is available through a REST-based web service, the URL itself specifying how a document is accessed. For example, adding “$metadata” to the service URL is the standard way for accessing the metadata document. Adding the name of the dataset to the service URL is how the dataset is retrieved.

The Metadata document describes the structure of the database using the Conceptual Schema Description Language (CSDL, based on XML) as an object-oriented data model. It defines each data structure as an EntityType (acting as a class) containing properties (strongly typed using primitive types – integer, string,…, complex types (set of primitive typed properties) or referring to another EntityType –acting as a foreign key).

EntityType could use inheritance to extend from another EntityType (within the current schema or from an external metadata document). EntitySets that contain data are then defined as an instance of EntityType (thus available datasets in an OData system are the EntitySets).

The Service Document, accessed at the base service URL, provides the list of available EntitySets and their URL. The EntitySet documents are a AtomPub feed embedding representation of each instance of EntitySet, i.e., the actual data of
the service. Figure 1 shows an overview of available documents within an OData-based service.

Results

SDMX-HD-based solution

Following SDMX-HD standard, French Sentinelles network’s data were described by a set of Dimensions which uniquely identifies each measure in relation to a Concept:
- GEOGRAPHIC_PLACE_NAME (location),
- BOUNDARIES (estimation, lower or upper bound),
- AGROUP (Age group)
- INDICATOR (described below)
- TIME_PERIOD (time step of the measure).

Two others dimensions were defined by SDMX-HD but hold the same information for all data: VALUE_TYPE (to distinguish observation from target value), ORGANIZATION (organization providing data). The data element for the measure was related to the concept ‘OBS_VALUE’.

These data elements were also related to a data format, and to a Codelist where needed. An example of Compact DataSet document is illustrated in Figure 2. In this example, Influenza-like Illness incidences and incidence rates (using the INDICATOR coded values respectively ‘3I’ and ‘3TI’ and the BOUNDARIES code ‘2’ – estimation point) are given for the national level (GEOGRAPHIC_PLACE_NAME coded value “FR”) for the weeks 2012-W09, 2012-W11.

SDMX-HD provided the Concept of ‘INDICATOR’ related to the Health Indicator Conceptual Framework (ISO DIS 21667) and defined as “A single summary measure, [...] that represents a key dimension of health status, the health care system, or related factors.” Since each surveillance produces several kinds of estimations (incidence, incidence rate …), an ‘INDICATOR’ was consequently the combination of one surveillance (‘Chicken pox surveillance’ for example) and a type of outcome (‘Incidence rate’).

Description of each indicator was provided by a meta dataset document: each ‘INDICATOR’ code was related to a set of metadata attributes (each identified by a Concept): ‘FDATA’ specifying the first year of surveillance, ‘HEALTH_EVENT’ indicating the code of the surveillance, and ‘INDICATOR_TYPE’ indicating the type of estimation. In the same way, each ‘HEALTH_EVENT’ code was related to a set of metadata attributes, including for example the case definition used in a given surveillance.

OData-based solution

OData does not differentiate data and metadata structures. Nevertheless, the final model included two entities dedicated to access to FSN’s data: the ‘Observation’ Entity embedded each data value (in an ‘ObsValue’ property) for a given time step (‘TimePeriod’ property). Observations were then associated to a ‘TimeSeries’ property, holding other context than time (Geographic location, type of measure). The data model is illustrated in Figure 1.

Other entities related to the ‘TimeSeries’ entity aimed at describing data dimensions and provided useful information to help understand our data: an ‘Indicator’ entity describing the type of measure (related to a ‘HealthEvent’ entity, with the case definition, and an ‘IndicatorType’ entity, corresponding to the type of outcome, for example ‘Incidence’ or ‘Incidence rate’).

Technical implementation

Each solution was implemented as a public website providing direct access to data and metadata. Specific features were also added to help understand the model or the technical solution: http://sdmx.sentiweb.fr and http://odata.sentiweb.fr.

The SDMX-HD-based website provides access to all SDMX-HD XML documents (datasets, metadatasets, structure definitions) using an “SDMX explorer” in which XML files are converted to HTML pages through XSL transformation stylesheet. JavaScript is then used to enable user interaction. An example of the output for the DSD document is shown in Figure 3. As defined by SDMX-HD standard, the set of XML files is available in a zip container.

The OData website provides an endpoint to the OData service exposing FSN’s data. Data are available in a XML document and can be viewed as HTML pages with an explorer using XSL stylesheet conversion of XML documents.

Figure 3 - Compact Dataset Dimensions showed by SDMX-HD explorer website

To ensure usability of this solution, we also provided an example usage page: data are downloaded via the OData web service and then displayed with a Google visualization widget. This page was created with Javascript (using ODatajs client library) and could be hosted by third party: http://websenti.u707.jussieu.fr/cturbelin/odata-example. A screenshot of this usage example is shown in Figure 4.

The same development feature is available at the the SDMX website.

Solution Comparisons

SDMX-HD proposed a predefined set of concepts and structures to hold health related data that was fully reused to represent our data using the Compact Dataset data structure. Two
In the first part of this work, we represented our data using each solution, which implicitly led to assess their expressivity. SDMX-HD, by using controlled vocabulary (Concept) and allowing complex data and metadata structure (possibly hierarchical) has good expressivity. Nevertheless, expressivity of such a system could probably not be compared to a knowledge model since relationships between concepts are not supported. OData is quite simpler, and is limited to a simple relational model, like a database schema. Both standards included a way to add custom annotations to the data model and the data, which could enhance expressivity (and documentation) at the expense of interoperability.

Interoperability was not the primary objective of this work but it is clear that SDMX-HD solution, by providing a set of pre-defined concepts and data structure results in better interoperability, at least at the syntactic level. SDMX Registry, that enables sharing of Concepts, Codelists and data structures across organizations, could really improve public health data standardization. As a proof-of-concept, WHO is building an worldwide “Indicator and Measurement”, based on SDMX-HD, designed to be a centralized resource for metadata and public health data [26].

OData solution is not developed with interoperability in mind but with a uniform data access solution to expose database through a generic API. This standard is more focused on data access protocol and physical representation than data semantics. It could be possible, using annotation and/or by extending produced XML document to add semantics information, but this will not be a part of the actual standard.

From an end-user perspective (here, public health professionals, epidemiologists or researchers), we assessed usability of each solution by searching for available tools facilitating the use of data from each standard (integration in every day office tools, statistical software, data visualization). In this respect, OData was a suitable solution for an easy end-user usage thanks to the number of available libraries and end-user tools. SDMX-HD does not provide a ready-to-use solution to explore, visualize and easily import data into common tools (like spreadsheets or statistical softwares).

Sustainability is another issue to consider for the adoption of a standard. OData, is developed by a major actor in information systems, and has been used by a large community. SDMX-HD originated from a major actor in public health (WHO) but has not been widely adopted. Therefore, uncertainties remain today regarding the right choice to make.

**Study Limitations**

The data used for this work was described by a minimal set of metadata ensuring self-comprehensiveness. This choice was led by information already available on our public website and within our database. As we did not attempt to add more metadata, our assessment of what could be expressed with the standards was limited.

The two solutions were built in parallel and it is clear that the OData model was widely inspired from the SDMX-HD solution. The choice of organizing data in ‘TimeSeries’ entities was indeed lifted from the Compact Dataset definition. This structure was finally a way to streamline the service by offering a single way to access all data, regardless of the indicator and geographic level. To help understand and harmonize the implemented solutions, we used names in the OData model close-related to the concepts identifiers used within SDMX-HD. This work was done with interoperability in mind, but it was not a primary goal for this step. In this respect, SDMX-
HD solution seems to have greater capabilities to achieve interoperability, with the use of controlled vocabulary and pre-defined data structure. Furthermore, SDMX is currently moving forward to web semantics technology (http://publishing-statistical-data.googlecode.com) enabling for example, the use of knowledge model (SKOS) to improve expressivity.

Conclusion
This work is a first step for exposing public health surveillance data. Implementation of SDMX-HD and Open Data solutions emphasizes the need for a well-defined data model to support interoperability as well as the need for an end-user perspective to promote utilization of such standards.
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